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Abstract

In this deliverable for the GoURMET project we describe the work done in Workpackage 4: Trans-
fer Learning, which focuses on improving news translation for low-resource languages by exploit-
ing alternative data resources. The workpackage consists of three main tasks: Learning from
Multilingual Data, Learning from Monolingual Corpora and Learning from Lexical Resources.
We report on the work already carried out in the second half of the project.
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1 Introduction

The GoURMET project aims to develop systems to automatically translate news articles between
English and low-resource languages spoken in regions of the world that are of interest to inter-
national multi-lingual broadcasters such as BBC and Deutsche Welle. Corpora of parallel text
are the most important resource used to build high-quality machine translation systems, but for
low-resource languages, by definition, this data is scarce.

This work package aims at leveraging resources other than in-domain parallel text to improve the
quality of our machine translation systems using techniques generally known as Transfer Learning.

In this document we report the research we carried out during the second and final part of Work
Package 4 of the GoURMET project. The research performed in the first part of the project has
been documented in the deliverable D4.1 Initial progress report on transfer learning.
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1.1 Work package Tasks outline

As per the original project poposal, this work package is structured as three tasks, each focusing
on a different type of data resource:

• T1: Learning from Multilingual Data
We exploit the similarity between languages to improve translation quality for one language
pair by leveraging data for related languages.

• T2: Learning from Monolingual Corpora
We leverage corpora of monolingual text, which is much more abundant than parallel text,
especially for the news domain. In the second half of the project, this task also focuses on
using pre-trained models.

• T3: Learning from Lexical Resources
We make use of curated linguistic resources such as large bilingual dictionaries.

In the second half of the project, we continued research in all tasks. In Task 2, which is aimed
at using monolingual corpora to improve low resource translation, there has been a notable shift
in focus in the field of machine tanslation towards using large pre-trained models. This is aligned
with the recent advances in the field of natural language processing and the increased availability
of these multilingual pre-trained models, which contain many of the low-resourced languages the
GoURMET project is interested in.

2 Task 1: Learning from Multilingual Data

In this section we describe our contributions to the Task 1 of Work Package 4, focused exploiting
multilingual resources for improving low-resource machine translation using transfer learning.

In the first part of this section (Section 2.1) we describe a novel approach for improving code-
switching in context of creating multilingual corpora for pre-training of massively multilingual
models such as mBART50 (Tang et al., 2020). This contribution is a work-in-progress and it is
currently under review. In the second section (Section 2.2), we describe a multilingual fine-tuning
approach applied in context of multilingual dialogue systems. Finally, Section 2.3 introduces an
annotation effort to collect a multilingual dialogue dataset.

2.1 Contextual Code-switching for Improved Pretraining in Multilingual NMT

This section describes a work in progress focused on improving the quality of code-switched cor-
pora which are used for multilingual pretraining.

Recent efforts for pretraining large multilingual NMT models have proposed training models to
denoise artificially code-switched corpora (Yang et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020), in an effort to
enhance cross-lingual transfer learning. This has enabled the creation of powerful multilingual
models such as mRASP (Lin et al., 2020) and its successor, mRASP2 (Pan et al., 2021), that have
exhibited state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance for a variety of high, medium and low-resource
languages across supervised, unsupervised and zero-shot translation scenarios. To create code-
switched corpora, these works use lexicons, most commonly the MUSE dictionaries (Lample et al.,
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2018), and randomly substitute words with their translations extensively. For example, the Aligned
Augmentation (AA) algorithm used for training mRASP2 substitutes 90% of words in a source
sentence with random translations sampled from MUSE dictionaries.

However, such techniques do raise certain significant concerns regarding the quality of the code-
switched data. For instance, a principal weakness of such lexicon-based codeswitching is its in-
ability to factor sentence-level context, which could result in many potential issues, including: a)
violation of syntatic or grammatical rules and b) erroneous handling of polysemes and context-
dependent synonyms. Secondly, the MUSE dictionaries only provide one-to-one word-level trans-
lations which cannot adequately scale to multi-word expressions, with the issues being potentially
even more serious when encountering languages with higher synthesis. Lastly, the qualities of
the dictionaries themselves have been shown to be quite dubious across a variety of languages
(Kementchedjhieva et al., 2019). It is worth noting that the above-mentioned problems would not
only affect performance for the specific scenarios and languages, but thanks to extensive code-
switching, such errors could likely propagate – affecting the learned multilingual semantic repres-
entations, and potentially harming translation performance in general.

In an effort to address this, we propose a noising mechanism called Context-Aligned Substitu-
tion (CAS) that seeks to obtain contextual, many-to-many word translations for noising a corpus,
leveraging sentence-level translations generated by a pretrained NMT system. Then, the word
aligments of the source sentence with these translations are generated using a word-aligner. Given
the translations and the alignments, the CAS algorithm extracts many-to-many aligned word pairs
which are then used to create code-switching corpora for pretraining. The experiments in this work
utilise mBART50 (Tang et al., 2020) and awesome-align (Dou and Neubig, 2021) as the respect-
ive translation and alignment models respectively. Experiments conducted on 3 different language
families – the high-resourced Romance, the synthetic Uralic and the low-resourced Indo-Aryan –
show CAS consistently outperforming the AA algorithm proposed by Pan et al. (2021), sometimes
by as high as 5–6 BLEU points. In addition, on comparing with large pretrained models such
as mRASP2 and mBART50, it can be observed that harnessing mBART50 for noising using the
CAS methodology gives comparable or better performance than the aforementioned large models,
despite using a fraction of the computational and data resources (often lower by 2 orders of mag-
nitude). These results, which are shown to be vastly superior to traditional knowledge distillation
baselines, suggest that this noising-based pretraining mechanism can also be used as a technique
to distill large multilingual models more effectively.

We conduct ablation studies to examine some of the reasons behind the success of the CAS meth-
odology. We show that pretraining models on contextually code-switched data generates more
grammatically correct translations, and that the many-to-many substitutions yielded by CAS bring
the multilingual semantic representations of multi-word expressions closer together, contributing
to significant performance improvements. We also demonstrate how using a uniform replacement
ratio of 0.9, as suggested by Pan et al. (2021), may not be the most optimal choice when build-
ing smaller models, and that it may be beneficial to consider different replacement ratios based on
factors like agglutination and quality of substitutions available. Finally, we enlist some of the limit-
ations of this work – namely cost, resource requirements, vulnerability to poor quality translations
etc. – and discuss cheap but efficient ways to mitigate them.

The primary contributions of this work, therefore, are as follows:

1. We propose a code switching-based noising mechanism for NMT called CAS that suggests
a greater focus on the quality of code-switching can consistently bring about significant
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improvements in translation performance, across various languages.

2. Through ablation studies and other analyses, we aim to give a better understanding of the im-
portance of different aspects when attempting to improve code-switching quality – context,
many-to-many substitutions, replacement ratio etc. – and how this varies across language
families

3. Leveraging large pretrained models, we demonstrate how the CAS mechanism can be used
to train small but high-quality multilingual models, with a fraction of the training data or
computation used for large models. We also show how these can perform substantially better
than traditional knowledge distillation methods.

4. Finally, we discuss the limitations of such an approach, from cost and feasibility perspect-
ives, propose efficient ways to mitigate them and lay down grounds for future work.

2.2 Cross-lingual Intermediate Fine-tuning for improving Multilingual Encoders

This work has been published at EMNLP 2021 (Moghe et al., 2021).

In recent years, task-oriented dialogue systems have achieved remarkable success by leveraging
huge amounts of labelled data. This technology is thus limited to a handful of languages as col-
lecting and annotating training dialogue data for different languages is expensive and requires
supervision from native speakers (Chen et al., 2018).

To avoid having to create large annotated datasets for every new language, recent work focuses
on transfer learning methods which use neural machine translation systems (Schuster et al., 2019),
code-mixed data augmentation (Liu et al., 2020b; Qin et al., 2020) or large multilingual models
(Lin and Chen, 2021). Neural machine translation models incur additional overhead of training on
millions of parallel sentences that may not be available for all language pairs. In this work, we
focus on transfer learning via large multilingual models, which will allow us to extend models to
languages with limited labelled training data.

In techniques that use multilingual models, a task-specific architecture uses this pretrained model
as one of its components and then is trained with task data from a high resource language (See Fig.
1). It is then evaluated directly or with some labelled examples in a different language. The use of
intermediate fine-tuning, which is fine-tuning a large language model with a different but related
data/or task and then fine-tuning it for the target task, has shown considerable improvements for
both monolingual and cross-lingual natural language understanding tasks (Gururangan et al., 2020;
Phang et al., 2020). But, it is relatively under-explored for multilingual dialogue systems.

In this work, we demonstrate the effectiveness of using cross-lingual intermediate fine-tuning of
multilingual pretrained models to facilitate the development of multilingual conversation systems.
Specifically, we look at cross-lingual dialogue state tracking tasks, as they are an indispensable
part of task-oriented dialogue systems. In this task, a model needs to map the user’s goals and
intents in a given conversation to a set of slots and values - known as a “dialogue state” based on
a pre-defined ontology. Our intermediate tasks are based on interaction between the source and
target languages and interaction between the dialogue history and response. These tasks involve
the prediction of missing words in different conversational settings. These include monolingual
conversations, concatenated parallel bilingual conversations, and cross-lingual conversations. Fur-
ther, we also introduce a task as a proxy for generating a response in a cross-lingual setup. Our
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Figure 1: Pipeline of our work. A pretrained language model is fine-tuned with the task of predicting
masked words on parallel movie subtitles data. A dialogue state tracker is then trained with
this new multilingual model and evaluated for cross-lingual dialogue state tracking

intermediate tasks only use 200K lines of parallel data which is available for 1782 language pairs.
Using parallel data for intermediate fine-tuning also becomes an important addition in the inter-
mediate fine-tuning literature which has largely focused on related monolingual tasks. Please see
1 for an overview of the proposed setup. Our best method leads to an impressive performance on
the standard benchmark of the Multilingual WoZ 2.0 dataset (Mrkšić et al., 2017) and the recently
released parallel MultiWoZ 2.1 dataset (Gunasekara et al., 2020). The best method uses dialogue
history and parallel conversational context confirming that our design principles based on conver-
sation history and cross-lingual conversations indeed provide empirical gain. Our methods use
200k parallel movie subtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) for intermediate training and this data
is already available for 1782 language pairs allowing extension to new language pairs.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use parallel data for intermediate fine-
tuning of multilingual models for multilingual dialogue tasks. We provide strong empirical
evidence on four language directions in two datasets for low-resource and zero-shot data
scenarios.

2. Our proposed intermediate fine-tuning techniques produce data-efficient target language dia-
logue state trackers. We achieve state-of-the-art results for the zero-shot Multilingual WoZ
dataset for most of the metrics and obtain >20% improvement on joint goal accuracy with
limited labelled data in the target language for the MultiWoZ dataset over the baseline.

3. We propose two new intermediate tasks: Cross-lingual dialogue modelling (XDM) and Re-
sponse masking (RM) that can be extended to other cross-lingual dialogue tasks.

2.3 MultiChat: Benchmarking Cross-lingual Transfer Learning

This is an ongoing annotation effort.
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The success of task-oriented dialogue is often evaluated only on a handful of languages (Razu-
movskaia et al., 2021). The two promising paradigms for extending conversational systems to
multiple languages with limited training data are 1) the deployment of intermediate machine trans-
lation models and 2) cross-lingual transfer learning via pre-trained multilingual language models.
However, the machine translation models and the pre-trained language models are often trained on
news text, formal documents, and Wikipedia, which is different from conversational text leading
to poor performance on the end conversational tasks. While there have been some efforts to build
datasets for multilingual task-oriented dialogue (Razumovskaia et al., 2021), these often include
synthetic translations and constrained setups. Synthetic translations include either post-editing
of machine translations or instructing humans to provide translations, which still exhibit transla-
tionese that tend to overestimate the performance of the various conversational tasks (Majewska
et al., 2022).

We are collecting a multilingual dialogue dataset to demonstrate the challenges involved in cross
lingual transfer learning through the existing state-of-the-art academic machine translation systems
and multilingual language models for various NLP applications. Specifically, we intend to develop
a multilingual, multi-domain, multi-intent detection based dialogue dataset where every example
contains a translation of the source dataset and a paraphrase of the translation. Intent detection
involves classifying the goal of the user’s utterance from several pre-defined classes (intents). We
especially wish to consider low-resource languages – ones which have many speakers but few aca-
demic resources. We aim to collect the dataset in a two-stage process. In the first step, translators
are asked to translate an English utterance into the target language and in the second step, a second
worker is asked to produce a target language paraphrase of the translated utterance. This second
step is intended as a way to address the issue of translationese in the dataset.

Our benchmark that addresses multilingual, multi-intent, multi-domain, and multi-reference as-
pects is the first of its kind. We expect several sub-communities within academic and industrial
research to benefit from our work, especially those working on monolingual/multilingual dialogue,
machine translation, and natural language evaluation. The modular design of intent detection will
significantly improve the intent detection process in a commercial setup as well as let academic
researchers work on novel ways to perform multi-label classification. As businesses start to cater
to a global audience, reliance on automated multilingual customer services will also increase. We
believe the presence of a multilingual benchmark can accelerate research in building such mul-
tilingual services. Beyond the development of multilingual multi-intent detection systems, the
collection of parallel data specifically for dialogue is a useful benchmark to evaluate the adapta-
tion of machine translation systems for the domain of dialogue. The presence of translation and
its paraphrase can also help us determine whether existing machine translation quality estimation
techniques can evaluate translations with different surface forms. Additionally, the multi-reference
work can contribute to the understanding of different ways in which humans can communicate
the same intent. By including geographically diverse languages (Spanish, Marathi, Amharic, and
Turkish), we believe this work will also contribute to the democratization of language technolo-
gies.

3 Task 2: Learning from Monolingual Corpora

This section summarizes our contributions to Task 2 which focuses on leveraging monolingual
data sources in NMT. Monolingual data has been successfully employed in generating synthetic
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data either for backtranslation (Sennrich et al., 2016) or knowledge distillation (Kim and Rush,
2016). Another use for monolingual data has been found in large pre-trained multilingual models
such as mBART50 (Tang et al., 2020). We focus on the latter approach adapted for low-resource
scenarios in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

Contributions related to this task are also described in other deliverables. A work focused on di-
versity in generated backtranslations is described in Section 4.3 in Deliverable 1.4. Another ongo-
ing effort focused on improving translation of out-of-vocabulary words using lexicons in described
in Section 4.2 of D1.4.

3.1 Exploitation of large pre-trained models for low-resource neural machine transla-
tion

The work described in this section has been submitted to the 29th International Conference on
Computational Linguistics (COLING 2022).

Pre-trained or foundation models (Bommasani et al., 2021) have reshaped the landscape of natural
language processing applications. These models are usually trained by following a self-supervised
approach over large quantities of text. In addition to models pre-trained to obtain general-purpose
neutral representations, there exist a number of multilingual encoder-decoder models specifically
pre-trained to translate between many different language pairs. Well-known systems in this group
include mBART50 (Tang et al., 2020), M2M-100 (Fan et al., 2021), CRISS (Tran et al., 2020),
mT6 (Chi et al., 2021), or SixT+ (Chen et al., 2022). All these pre-trained models attain high
translation quality (Tran et al., 2021) because they leverage information from multiple language
pairs, thus becoming an interesting example of the possibilities of transfer learning.

As part of UA’s work in task T4.2, we have worked on exploiting mBART50 for building NMT
system for low-resource languages. mBART50 was obtained by additionally training mBART
in a supervised manner to translate between English and 49 languages, and vice versa. We chose
mBART50 because it is centred on English and because of the observation on its performance in the
literature. Lee et al. (2022) compared mBART50 and mT5 and observed that mBART50 performed
better in most translation directions and average BLEU. Liu et al. (2021, Table 1) reached a similar
conclusion when comparing mBART and mT5 after fine-tuning them for NMT. The paper by Chen
et al. (2022) includes, to our knowledge, the most recent comparison between NMT pre-trained
models including mBART50, M2M-100, CRISS and SixT. Their evaluation for many-to-English
NMT systems for 23 languages shows (Chen et al., 2022, Table 1) small average difference between
M2M-100 and mBART50.

Approach. We propose a pipeline to tune mBART50 for the translation between English and a
specific low-resource language and, afterwards, distil the knowledge in the fine-tuned mBART50
teacher model to build a lightweight student model that has a smaller number of parameters. In
this regard, our pipeline considers mBART50 as an initial resource-hungry model which is con-
veniently exploited to generate synthetic parallel sentences that are conveniently filtered before
training a smaller student NMT system that can then be run on edge computing devices such as
desktop computers or smartphones.

This pipeline consists of two different stages: a first stage aimed at improving the pre-trained
models by combining iterative back-translation, parallel corpus filtering and fine-tuning; and a
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Figure 2: Fine-tuning of mBART50 to translate English (en) into a low-resource language (xx), and
vice versa, using parallel and monolingual corpora.

second stage aimed at distilling the knowledge from the fine-tuned models to train a student model
with far fewer parameters but comparable performance.

Fine-tuning of pre-trained models. This process, depicted in Figure 2, combines fine-tuning
of the pre-trained models with back-translation (Hoang et al., 2018) and synthetic parallel corpus
filtering via a fine-tuned XLM-R model (Conneau et al., 2020). For our English-centric scenario
and a particular low-resource language, this consists of the following steps:

1. Use the available parallel corpora1 and a 1:10 positive to negative ratio2 to fine-tune XLM-
R using Bicleaner-AI (Zaragoza-Bernabeu et al., 2022). Bicleaner-AI learns a classifier on
top of XLM-R that predicts whether a pair of input sentences are mutual translation or not.
Positive training samples are obtained from the aligned sentences in the bilingual corpus,
whereas negative samples are obtained by randomly selecting non-aligned sentences.

2. Fine-tune both the English-to-many and the many-to-English mBART50 models with the
original parallel corpora.

3. Perform iterative back-translation starting with one million monolingual sentences in each
language (if such amount of sentences is not available, use the amount of monolingual cor-
pora available):

(a) Translate the English monolingual corpora into the low-resource language, and vice
versa, using the last fine-tuned mBART50 models.

(b) Filter the synthetic corpora using the XLM-R model trained in step 1.

1 In our experiments, we have used no more than 600,000 parallel sentences due to time constraints.
2 According to the Bicleaner-AI web page, these values are inspired on the winner approach of the WMT 2020 parallel

corpus cleaning task (Açarçiçek et al., 2020).
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(c) Use the filtered synthetic corpora together with the available parallel corpora to update
the last fine-tuned mBART50 models translating to and from English.

(d) Evaluate the performance of the two resulting models on a development set. If none of
them gets improved, stop the iterative process. Otherwise, add 1 million sentences in
each language (if available) to the monolingual corpora and jump to step 3(a).

In order to filter the synthetic corpora generated in each iteration, a threshold in the interval [0,1] is
used to discretize the output of the Bicleaner-AI classifier. This threshold is set in the first iteration
of the back-translation process —step 3(b)— by exploring all the thresholds in the interval [0.2,0.9]
at steps of 0.1. The threshold for the remaining iterations is the one that produces the synthetic
corpus that leads to the best mBART50 models according to the development set.

Training of student models. Knowledge distillation is usually implemented in NLP at token
level (Tan et al., 2019; Shleifer and Rush, 2020), but in tasks like NMT performing it at sequence
level (Kim and Rush, 2016) is usually equivalent and easier to implement: the student is trained
on a synthetic corpus obtained by translating the source segments of the original training parallel
corpus with the teacher. Knowledge distillation is therefore usually carried out by exploiting
the same training corpus used when training the teacher. However, in the case of third-party-
developed pre-trained models, this corpus is not necessarily available. In its absence, as well as
for languages never seen by pre-trained models, we can generate synthetic training samples by
translating monolingual data with the teacher model and then filtering the synthetic data generated
to discard low-quality or noisy sentence pairs.

Once the pre-trained models have been properly fine-tuned, we train a student model by perform-
ing standard sentence-level knowledge distillation (Kim and Rush, 2016). To this end, mono-
lingual English data is automatically translated into the low-resource language with the best fine-
tuned English-to-many mBART50 system and the resulting synthetic bilingual corpus (opportunely
cleaned with the same Bicleaner-AI model) together with the true bilingual corpus are used to
train the student model translating the low-resource language into English. Conversely, monolin-
gual data available for the low-resource language is automatically translated into English with the
best fine-tuned many-to-English mBART50 model and the resulting cleaned corpus together with
the bilingual corpus are used to train the system translating from English into the low-resource
language.

Summary of results. Our pipeline is evaluated on eight translation tasks involving four low-
resource languages of interest to the project, and English: Swahili, Kyrgyz, Burmese and Mace-
donian. In order to evaluate the transferability of the pre-trained model to unseen languages, two
of our languages (Swahili and Kyrgyz) were not considered during mBART50’s pre-training. Lan-
guages were chosen so that each one belongs to a different linguistic family.

The results show two different trends, depending on whether English is the source or the target
language. When English is the target language, the difference in performance between the students
trained using both forward and backward translations generated with the teacher model, and the
teacher is notably larger than when English is the source language. This is clearly motivated by
the fact mBART50 is an English-centric model pre-trained on a large quantity of English texts
and thus excelling in English over the other languages. On the contrary, when English is the
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source language, the student models outperform the teacher model by a small margin or perform
comparably.

The best student models consistently improve the results of the bilingual baselines by a wide
margin thus confirming the appropriateness of considering large pre-trained models as the seed for
NMT models and the effectiveness of our pipeline. A comparison between our models and two
prominent multilingual models, namely M2M-124 (Goyal et al., 2021; Wenzek et al., 2021) and
DeltaLM+Zcode (Yang et al., 2021), the baseline and winner system at WMT 2021, respectively,
show that the student models perform considerably better than DeltaM+Zcode when the target
language is not English, except for English–Macedonian. When the target language is English,
DeltaM+Zcode clearly outperforms the teacher and student models. Our students are noticeably
smaller, but note that both M2M-124 and DeltaLM+Zcode are one-size-fits-all models which have
not been bilingually fine-tuned.

As regards the use of Bicleaner-AI for filtering noisy synthetic parallel segments, its use has
demonstrate to improve translation quality, as the teacher model may be producing a larger de-
gree of hallucinations when translating into English than the other way round; something that we
plan to further investigate in the future.

Finally, the student models are much faster than the teacher models: on one GPU NVIDIA A100,
the students are 61% faster than the teachers, whereas on an Intel i5 CPU at 2.9 GHz, the students
are 92% faster than the teachers. Note that the student models have 13 times fewer parameters that
the teacher models.

3.2 Exploring Unsupervised Pretraining Objectives for Machine Translation

This work has been published in Findings of ACL 2021 (Baziotis et al., 2021).

Neural machine translation (NMT) is notoriously data-hungry (Koehn and Knowles, 2017). To
learn a strong model it requires large, high-quality and in-domain parallel data, which exist only
for a few language-pairs. The most successful approach for improving low-resource NMT is back-
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016), that exploits abundant monolingual corpora to augment the
parallel with synthetic data. However, in low-resource settings, it may fail to improve or even de-
grade translation quality if the initial model is not strong enough (Imankulova et al., 2017; Burlot
and Yvon, 2018).

Unsupervised pretraining is a complementary technique, that has revolutionized many natural lan-
guage understanding (NLU) tasks (Wang et al., 2019). The dominant approach is to train a (large)
model on a lot of unlabeled data using the masked language modeling (MLM; Devlin et al. (2019))
objective and then finetune it on a downstream task. Besides improving generalization, good ini-
tialization drastically reduces the need for labelled data. This paradigm has been applied recently
to NMT yielding impressive results in low-resource settings, with models such as XLM (Conneau
and Lample, 2019), MASS (Song et al., 2019) and BART/mBART (Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2020a), that adapt MLM to sequence-to-sequence architectures. Although pretraining alone is
not enough to outperform backtranslation, it helps the initial model to produce synthetic data of
sufficient quality, and combining them yields further improvements.

Most prior work in pretraining has focused on optimizing the masking strategy (Rogers et al.,
2021). Similarly, MASS and mBART consider slightly different masking strategies. However,
due to differences in their experimental setup (i.e., capacity or training data) and lack of analysis
that goes beyond evaluation on downstream tasks, it is unclear if there is a meaningful difference
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Figure 3: We consider noising methods that produce inputs which resemble real sentences, unlike
masking.

between them, as far as NMT is concerned. They also suffer from a pretraining-finetuning discrep-
ancy (Yang et al., 2019), in which a model is pretrained on masked inputs, but finetuned on full
sentences.

In this work, we explore different objectives to masking for unsupervised cross-lingual pretrain-
ing. We inject noise that creates examples (Fig. 3), similar to those encountered in finetuning,
unlike masking. This includes, randomly replacing input words based on their context using a
cross-lingual generator, inspired by Clark et al. (2020), and locally reordering input words, which
prevents the cross-attention from naively (monotonically) attending over the source. We also ex-
plore auxiliary losses over the encoder to improve its representations.

First, we pretrain models with different configurations, on English-German, English-Nepali and
English-Sinhala monolingual data. Then, we systematically compare them on the downstream
tasks of supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised NMT. In (semi-) supervised NMT, we ob-
serve that models yield surprisingly similar results, although some methods are better than others.
We find that even pretraining with shuffled inputs leads to significant improvements over random
initialization, similar to the concurrent work of Sinha et al. (2021) on pretrained encoders for
NLU. Unsupervised NMT, however, reveals large (up to 9 BLEU points) differences, and against
our expectations, masking achieves the best performance. To understand these results, unlike prior
work, we thoroughly analyze the pretrained models using a series of probes, and discover that each
objective drives the models to encode and use information in unique ways.

Based on our findings, we conclude that each finetuning process is sensitive to specific properties
of pretrained models, similar to Artetxe et al. (2020). We hypothesize that (semi-) supervised NMT
is mostly sensitive to the LM abilities of pretrained models, as the source→target mappings can
be learnt from the parallel data. Unsupervised NMT requires models to also rely on their own
word-translation abilities. Our contributions are:

1. We systematically compare many pretraining methods, including alternatives to masking, in
three NMT tasks and for three language-pairs.

2. We discover that (semi-) supervised NMT is not sensitive to the pretraining strategies. Our
ablation suggests that a strong decoder is the most important factor, while differences in the
encoder don’t affect the results.

3. Unsupervised setting is much more sensitive to the pretraining objective, and masking meth-
ods are the most effective. We hypothesise that learning to copy is important here as is
cross-lingual encoding.
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Knowledge Graphs in Neural Machine Translation
Mateusz Klimaszewski, supervisor: Prof. T. Gambin, research done @ The University of Edinburgh

Introduction

The recent rise of deep learning changed the Machine Translation field, introducing
the next-gen approach - Neural Machine Translation (NMT). The NMT methods
require large scale datasets with parallel sentences in a source and target
languages. However, the NMT quality suffers when the data is unavailable, or the
translation is out-of-domain.
Following the successful work in the text generation field, we aim to include
Knowledge Graphs to improve the mentioned shortcomings of NMT. Knowledge
Graphs are specific knowledge bases intended to extract and structure human
knowledge. Formed as a graph, Knowledge Graphs allow AI systems to perform
complex reasoning leveraging organised data.
In the experiments, we studied the impact of the shallow representation of a KG,
Knowledge Graph Embeddings, on a task which requires in-depth natural language
understanding - Word Sense Disambiguation. Our preliminary study demonstrates
improvements in English to German translation on out-of-domain datasets.

Solution

Our solution uses a pre-trained
language model alongside
Knowledge Graph Embeddings
(KGEs) to determine which of
the extracted translations from
the KG should be picked.
Afterwards, the chosen translation
is incorporated into the source
sentence with additional tags or
source factors.

Results

We evaluated our English-to-German translation model, including two out-of-
domain datasets: medical - Himl and Reddit posts from Common Voices'. The
automatic evaluation showcased improvement in 4 out of 6 cases.Word Sense Disambiguation

The problem of Word Sense Disambiguation requires in-depth natural language
understanding. The task is defined as choosing the correct meaning (in our case ʡ
translation) given the context ʡ usually as a sentence. We derive possible
translations based on the Knowledge Graph neighbours, while the gold translation
is extracted from parallel corpora.

wallen ʡ⭰die Mauerde / ౩ die Wandde

branchen ʡભ ©�À�ûpl / ಙ È��ú¯�Àpl

Model BLEU chrF COMET

Himl

Baseline 29.23 0.575 0.3452

Ours 29.07 0.578 0.3894

Common Voices

Baseline 25.63 0.527 0.3464

Ours 25.28 0.528 0.3667

Figure 4: Word sense disambiguation example where one English word can have different translations
depending on the context in German or Polish

4. We analyze the pretrained models with a series of probes, and show noticeable differences
in how they encode and use information, offering valuable insights.

4 Task 3: Learning from Lexical Resources

In this section, we describe our effort to incorporate lexical resources into NMT. These resources
may be especially useful in low-resource scenarios, where they can supplement the low amount of
availabel parallel data. In the following section, we describe an ongoing study of using knowledge
graps for English–German translation.

Apart from the research described here, Section 8.3 of D5.5 describes a method for incorporating
terminology lists into English–Turkish translation.

4.1 Knowledge Graphs in Neural Machine Translation

This is ongoing work between Edinburgh and Mateusz Klimaszewski from the Warsaw University
of Technology.

NMT methods require large scale datasets with parallel sentences in a source and target languages.
However, NMT quality suffers when the data is unavailable, or the translation is out-of-domain.
Following the successful work in the text generation field (Yu et al., 2022), we aim to include
Knowledge Graphs to improve the mentioned shortcomings of NMT. Knowledge Graphs are spe-
cific knowledge bases intended to extract and structure human knowledge. Formed as a graph,
Knowledge Graphs allow AI systems to perform complex reasoning leveraging organised data. In
the experiments, we studied the impact of the shallow representation of a KG, Knowledge Graph
Embeddings (Bordes et al., 2013; Trouillon et al., 2016), on a task which requires in-depth nat-
ural language understanding - Word Sense Disambiguation. Our preliminary study demonstrates
improvements in English to German translation on out-of-domain datasets.

The problem of Word Sense Disambiguation requires in-depth natural language understanding.
The task is defined as choosing the correct meaning (in our case – translation) given the context –
usually as a sentence. We derive possible translations based on the Knowledge Graph neighbours,
while the gold translation is extracted from parallel corpora.

Our solution uses a pre-trained language model alongside Knowledge Graph Embeddings (KGEs)
to determine which of the extracted translations from the KG should be picked. Afterwards, the
chosen translation is incorporated into the source sentence with additional tags or source factors.
The system is described in Figure 5.

We can see in Table 1 results from evaluating our English-to-German translation model, includ-
ing two out-of-domain datasets: medical – Himl and Reddit posts from Common Voices’. The
automatic evaluation showcased improvement in 4 out of 6 cases.
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Bilinear binary
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I went to a branch of a bank
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KGE
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oddziałpl

oddziałpl

Figure 5: Architecture of our KG enhanced NMT system

Model BLEU chrF COMET

Himl
Baseline 29.23 0.575 0.3452
Ours 29.07 0.578 0.3894

Common Voices
Baseline 25.63 0.527 0.3464
Ours 25.28 0.528 0.3667

Table 1: Results for two out-of-domain datasets: HimL and Common Voices

5 Publications

These papers are the result of research done in transfer learning in the second half of the GoUR-
MET project.

• Nikita Moghe, Mark Steedman, and Alexandra Birch. Cross-lingual intermediate fine-
tuning improves dialogue state tracking. In Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empir-
ical Methods in Natural Language Processing, pages 1137–1150, Online and Punta Cana,
Dominican Republic, November 2021. Association for Computational Linguistics. doi:
10.18653/v1/2021.emnlp-main.87. URL https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.87

• Aarón Galiano, Felipe Sánchez-Martı́nez, Vı́ctor M. Sánchez-Cartagena, and Juan Antonio
Pérez-Ortiz. Exploiting large pre-trained models for low-resource neural machine transla-
tion. Submitted to The 29th International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COL-
ING 2022).

• Christos Baziotis, Ivan Titov, Alexandra Birch, and Barry Haddow. Exploring unsuper-
vised pretraining objectives for machine translation. In Findings of the Association for
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Computational Linguistics: ACL-IJCNLP 2021, pages 2956–2971, Online, August 2021.
Association for Computational Linguistics. doi: 10.18653/v1/2021.findings-acl.261. URL
https://aclanthology.org/2021.findings-acl.261

6 Software

Here is the list of released software as part of the output of this workpackage.

• The code used for Cross-Lingual Intermediate Fine-Tuning for Dialogue State Tracking is
available at https://github.com/nikitacs16/xlift dst. We provide the script to train new inter-
mediate models as well as list the links to our trained intermediate models that are hosted on
HuggingFace repository. It also provides the code for training the dialogue state trackers.

• The code used for the experiments on the exploitation of large pre-trained models is available
at https://github.com/transducens/tune-n-distill.

7 Conclusion

In this deliverable we describe our contributions to the three tasks in Work Package 4 addressing
transfer learning methods for low-resource MT. In the first task focused on learning from mul-
tilingual data, we introduced a method to enhance the pre-training of multilingual models with
code-switching, and a fine-tuning method applied to multilingual dialogue systems. The goal of
the second task is to develop methods to leverage monolingual data. We contribute to this task by
exploring fine-tuning of large pre-trained language and translation models, such as mBART50 or
M2M-100. The third task focuses on using lexical resources. In this task, we described a method
of incorporating knowledge graphs into neural machine translation.
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